Elihu Lauterpacht, LCIL and the Lauterpacht Tradition
James Crawford AC*
My focus here is Eli’s relation to what is still thought of as the Lauterpacht tradition of
thinking about and doing international law, a tradition largely identified with his father,
Hersch Lauterpacht, scholar and judge – but which Eli contributed to perpetuating and
consolidating.1
Precisely because Hersch’s contribution is even now so well-known, nearly 60
years after his death, it seems appropriate to focus first on Eli’s own, distinct, career.
This one can in part recall by listing the various things he started or continued and
which are in many cases now institutions, which embody new ideas or which at least
evoke strong memories. This account is of course merely indicative.
First there was judging and arbitrating. He was once appointed an ad hoc judge
in a case before the International Court, in the early stages of Bosnian Genocide. His
separate opinion in that case (in some respects a dissenting opinion) is notable for its
analysis of the role of the ad hoc judge. He said…
consistently with the duty of impartiality by which the ad hoc judge is
bound, there is still something specific that distinguishes his role. He has, I
believe, the special obligation to endeavour to ensure that, so far as is
reasonable, every relevant argument in favour of the party that has
appointed him has been fully appreciated in the course of collegial
consideration and, ultimately, is reflected – though not necessarily
accepted – in any separate or dissenting opinion…2
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In the substantial opinion that followed, he certainly performed the role in this way –
some might say, to its limit.3
Outside the Court, he acted as arbitrator and judge in a number of important
cases. He was a founding member of the World Bank Administrative Tribunal and for
two years its president. He was arbitrator in a number of investment arbitrations,4 and
chaired a panel under Chapter 20 of NAFTA.5 His most important arbitral appointment
was as President of the Eritrea-Ethiopia Boundary Commission: its unanimous
decisions on delimitation and virtual demarcation displayed a resolute independence of
thought and action, faced with major difficulties of implementation.6
But it was as counsel and advisor that he spent most of his time. In this
overview I should emphasise the sheer length of his career as an international advocate,
unlikely ever to be equalled. According to Lesley Dingle’s account on the Cambridge
University website:
His

first

practical

involvement

with

the

ICJ

was

in

the

famous Nottebohm case in 1951, when he was drafted in to prepare the
Memorial through his association with Mr Lowenfeld, a solicitor in
Cambridge, and though he was not formally instructed to appear, he
assisted in court when it sat… on 10th and 18th November 1953.7
But he did not speak at the Preliminary Objections phase8 nor did he appear in the
Second Phase of Nottebohm.
He also assisted in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case, although he was not
formally retained.9

The Court dismissed the UK’s claims, holding that the 1933
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concession agreement between Iran and the NIOC was ‘nothing more than a
concessionary contract between a government and a foreign corporation’.10

This

dictum, accurate as a matter of law, had two sequels in both of which Eli Lauterpacht
was heavily involved and which he continued to espouse through his professional life.
The first was the idea, based on one reading of Lord Mansfield’s doctrine of the
incorporation of international law in the common law,11 that certain contracts between
states or state entities and private parties are governed by international law as the proper
law. This equation goes back to Anglo-Iranian Oil Company v Jaffrate (The Rose
Mary), a decision of the Supreme Court of Aden.12 It reached its apotheosis – some
might say nadir – in Sandline v Independent State of Papua New Guinea, where an ICC
tribunal managed to hold valid a mercenary contract invalid or at least unenforceable
under its chosen proper law, the law of Queensland, by appealing to Lord Mansfield’s
doctrine.13 Eli was counsel in both The Rose Mary and the Sandline arbitration.
A second sequel was the umbrella clause, now well-known and a central aspect
of the debate over investment arbitration.

Its origins can be traced to advice he

provided in 1953-54 to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (as it was then called) in
connection with the Iranian oil nationalisation dispute. According to Anthony
Sinclair,14 he proposed the inclusion of a clause in a treaty between the UK and Iran
whereby any breach of a contractual settlement reached between the Company and Iran
would be ipso facto deemed to be a breach of the treaty between Iran and the UK.
In the event, no such treaty was concluded, but he made similar proposals in
1956-57 to a group of oil companies engaged in promoting a trunk pipeline from Iraq to
the Eastern Mediterranean. Eli’s contribution appears also to have flowed through his
working relationship with Sir Hartley Shawcross, former British Attorney General and
9
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British Prosecutor at Nuremburg.15 Shawcross was now director of Shell Petroleum
Company, and an early variant of an umbrella clause was included in the AbsShawcross draft Convention on Foreign Investment of 1959.16 It was also included in
the very first BIT, between Germany and Pakistan, in the same year.17
Eli was involved in 16 further cases before the Court,18 a remarkable number
given the paucity of cases in the 20 years after 1966. The first in which he actually
addressed the Court was in the Preliminary Objections phase of Barcelona Traction in
1964, where he began with a personal remark, referring to his father’s death in 1961:
May I first express my distinct and deep sense of privilege upon being
permitted to address you. If, in my own case, this feeling is mingled with
another, of a different nature, I am sure that the Court will understand
why.19
And the last time he spoke before the Court was in Seizure and Detention of Certain
Documents and Data (Timor-Leste v Australia) (Provisional Measures) in 2014. He
was unsparing in his criticism of the Australian measures, concluding with the
following words:
I thank you very much for allowing me to speak and I need hardly say that
it is with the greatest displeasure that I leave you now.20
At the time it seemed a touch histrionic, but in retrospect it was effective,21 indeed
memorable. It may have had a hidden meaning, since Eli had derived such evident
pleasure from his work before the Court, over no less than 62 years, that he quitted its
stage with reluctance.
15
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Secondly, he was a great editor, of International Law Reports (where he edited
or co-edited 145 volumes covering 60 years),22 of his father’s papers, in itself a major
achievement in five volumes,23 of the Hersch Lauterpacht Memorial Lectures,24 and of
other spin-off publications under his own Grotius imprint.

Most of these were

continued under his tutelage since the acquisition of Grotius by Cambridge University
Press in 1995, a move which marked the resurgence of international law publishing by
the Press.25
Thirdly, he was a teacher and mentor of distinction, inspiring devotion from
many, including judges of the International Court, foreign office legal advisers, and
professors in many countries.
Fourthly, he was the creator of the Lauterpacht Centre of International Law.
Established as an entity in 1983, through private benefactions (including his own) it
acquired splendid premises at 5 Cranmer Road in 1986. He directed the Centre until his
(compulsory) retirement from the University in September 1995. During that whole
period, it had no funding whatsoever from the University, a situation which changed to
a degree thereafter when the University acknowledged the treasure it had been gifted,
renaming it the Lauterpacht Centre in honour of father and son, and providing a
modicum of funding. After his retirement he remained actively involved as Honorary
Director, notably in attracting funding from the Kingdom of Bahrain and the
Government of Malaysia for the acquisition of the next-door house, 7 Cranmer Road,
from Trinity College, thereby doubling the size of the Centre. The word ‘unique’ is
overused but it is appropriate here. University centres of international law are common,
but the Lauterpacht Centre has a distinct persona, its own identity, while being fully
part of the Law Faculty.26

As a centre for study, research and publication in
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international law and as a drawcard for visiting scholars, it is unique at least in the
English-speaking world.
In reviewing his career, it is worth stressing, first of all, how different he was
from his father, despite the filial piety evident from his editing of the Collected Papers
and from his biography of Hersch. Eli was and sounded English, a tribute to the (I hope
not disappearing) capacity of the United Kingdom to thoroughly anglicise in a single
generation. Hersch by contrast – to judge from his work and from those who knew him
– was and remained central European, polyglot and polymath. Hersch was a European
civil lawyer by formation, despite later influences and a strong sense of case law
method; Eli was a thorough-going common lawyer with no special European affinity.
Hersch is remembered above all for his monographs – Private Law Sources and
Analogies, Development of International Law, An International Bill of the Rights of
Man, Recognition, and above all The Function of Law. Uniquely among international
lawyers of his generation, most of these are still in print, three having been recently
reissued with substantial introductions.27 Eli was not an enthusiast for monographs: he
never wrote one,28 nor did he take up the monograph series started by Hersch in 1946,
Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law – one of the few aspects of
his father’s heritage he neglected.29 Despite his father’s urgings, Eli did not undertake
doctoral studies,30 while Hersch did so twice, in the German tradition, supervised
respectively by Hans Kelsen at Vienna and Arnold McNair at the LSE. Eli was above
27
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all a practitioner, whereas Hersch’s career as practitioner was fairly brief and (by his
standards) unspectacular, leaving Nuremberg to one side.31 Hersch was plurilingual;
Eli effectively monolingual.
It is true of course that they had certain things in common. One was a devotion
to international law and a sense of its importance, including the value of judicial
settlement of international disputes (although among professional international lawyers
these are hardly unusual). Another shared trait was an understated adherence to the
Jewish tradition. Hersch saw the creation of Israel as a post-war necessity, but his draft
declaration of independence of Israel was apparently rejected as too international in
tone.32 Eli for his part advised Israel, e.g. on the Peace Treaty with Jordan in 1994, but
was unhappy with recent developments in Israeli policy, especially as concerns the
settlements and the apparent rejection of a two-state solution.
Turning to the substance of international law and its application, there were as
many differences as there were similarities. Hersch was more interested in ideas than
institutions: he wrote comparatively little about the institutional law of either the
Covenant or the Charter. Characteristic ideas revolve around a distrust, amounting at
times to a devaluation, of the state. Sovereignty is seen not as a value but as a
diminishing quantity, identified with the relative notion of domestic jurisdiction.
International law is, and should be, seen as in a state of progress towards domestic or at
least federal law – and private law to boot, hence the value of private law analogies.
The ‘real’ subjects of international law, correlatively, are individual human beings, in
whose disaggregated interests all law, international law included, exists and should
exist. The real enemy of law is self-judgement, allied to which is non-justiciability: this
is the leitmotif of The Function of Law, and from it flowed also his thesis of the
invalidity of the ‘automatic’ reservation to the Optional Clause.

In short, a stern

reaction against Hegel in light of Hitler – the latter of whom, however, he seems never
to have referred to in writing.33
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Little or nothing of this is to be found in Eli’s work. He accepted the value of
human rights but placed limited emphasis on them in practice. The father thought
recognition constitutive, not because individual state judgments of legal status should
be definitive but because someone has to perform the certification function and it
cannot be the putative state itself. The son – qua Australian legal adviser – suggested
that recognition be abolished because it made no legal difference.
If an intellectual tradition associated with the Lauterpacht name survives – as it
does, and not only at Cambridge – it is no doubt attributable to Hersch rather than Eli.
Eli was creative in his own way, but more as a builder of institutions than ideas –
including the institution of his father, a datum of the biography. But international law is
a continuing enterprise, a continuing struggle against certain basic facts of international
life.

It cannot rest on laurels however distinguished their provenance: it needs

institutions, places if not palaces. And it must be stressed of Eli that in his creativity he
was not self-centred. For example, the Lauterpacht Centre was so-named after Eli’s
retirement as Director, but this was rather against his inclinations, which were to sell the
naming rights! The naming when it happened was deliberately equivocal, neither Eli
nor Hersch, therefore both. It seemed then, as it seems now, appropriate.

Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (1821) §330. Hersch’s view was that treaty commitments could
lead to a real qualification of sovereignty
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